Diamond Light Grid Case Study from September 2007

Shared by Julie Umpleby

Diamond Light Grid ‘Vision’ : 24 September 2007 as experienced by client J.P
The following vision or channelling (depending on how you wish to perceive it), was recorded by a
recipient of a short, 15-20 minute Diamond Light Grid Alignment session. This session was provided
by Crystyn Lyndel, one of the first workshop attendees to become a practitioner, and was her first
case study session after completing the workshop.
What was so fascinating about the recorded vision, is that the client had no indication of what the
session would be about, however had a long term, trusting relationship with Crystyn and was
therefore happy to be her first case study client. J.P.’s full name has been withheld as requested.
This is what J.P. recorded of her experience :
“Five minutes after Crystyn started, I felt like I was momentarily falling backwards as if I was being
laid down (I was sitting). I then started to have a series of visions.
1. I saw a long line of ‘Medians’ in their deep blue veils – all female – walking in procession,
silently and serenely.(Note : Median was the name for this race of people given to the client
in her vision).
2. The Medians then stepped through a portal – a parting in the air like a doorway. This was an
energy portal and not physical as we know it.
Once through the portal, they instantly all transformed into small glowing balls of white
energy flying through the universe in a long line until they reached the earth.
3. These balls of energy flew through the earth’s atmosphere and landed in the sea, which was
a crystal clear, calm blue ocean. They instantly changed into human women wearing light,
floaty tunics (no veils like on Median). I think there were dolphins swimming around us, but
didn’t notice any other creatures in the sea.
4. Then we spread out across the world and disappeared into obscurity – taking a very low
profile but helping people and society quietly in the background. I glimpsed Egypt at this
point and know this was one of the places that some of us went to.
5. Then I saw the future. I was standing in a city with pale buildings, quite widely spaced. I was
looking through my indigo veil (which I now know is actually indigo in our auras – the median
women have an outer layer of indigo energy). People were approaching me for help and
holding out their hands. There were quite a lot of people, but they weren’t pushing or
shoving, just moving towards me as a group.
These people, everyone but me, were gnarled and thin, looking old and shrivelled before their
time. Their cheekbones were protruding, like someone hundreds of years old, but they
weren’t.
I extended my hands through the indigo veil and held the hands of the person nearest to me.
Then I realised that I was actually giving a small ball of brilliant white light to him and that
there were Medians all across the world doing the same thing serenely and silently. I knew
that we weren’t ‘healing’ them, we were giving them the gift of pure energy so they could
take it away with them and work with it to heal themselves.
6. Then I saw what looked like lots of coffins lined up in rows across the ground, and I wondered
if people had to physically die in order to change and heal their energies. But I looked closer
and the ‘coffins’ – all without lids – were all empty.

I looked away and looked again and I realised that the rows of coffins were all grids /
diamonds of white light.
7. I then saw the earth from high above and it was covered in light grids – diamond grids – all
perfectly aligned N-S and E-W. The earth became one ball of white light, no earth or sea was
visible, just white light.
My (J.P.) interpretation – we will all step forward (all the Medians who have been quietly
living & working in the background) and help people to sort their energies out when the time
is right.
Julie Umpleby was in the Median line-up at the start, leading the way for the others (along
with ‘K.C.’).
PS : As I was reading this out to Crystyn, she saw my aura as green tinged with yellow. The
paper appeared pink and was actually reflecting onto the chair cover. She then saw a large
blue flash by my left shoulder/chest as I was reading.

Additional Notes from Julie
Having spent much time since initiating the Diamond Light Grid work researching and coming to
understand the diamond at so many levels, I was struck by some of the symbolism and information
in this visionary experience. It has only been in recent years that I have come across some of the
validations for this insight from an individual (J.P.) who has not personally attended any of the
diamond workshops, and had no prior conscious knowledge of the diamond meaning or purpose.
She had however, spent a number of years engaged in personal and spiritual development in a
number of other ways.
Symbolism and relevance from the vision :
-

-

-

-

-

Seeing empty ‘coffins’, which then became diamonds. In Peter Tuminello’s book, Twelve
Jewels, he recounts the experiences of individuals who were part of his study on the
workings of Diamond as a homeopathic remedy. A common imagery in dreams or
meditations is coffins. Diamond is inherently linked with deep inner transformation – the
death of the ‘ego’ self and the resurrection or rebirth of the True self, the soul. Coffins
therefore symbolise the ‘death’ aspect of the process undertaken ultimately through the
diamond journey.
Diamond is known as the Master Healer, however, it is with the understanding that our
healing and salvation from suffering is achieved through our reconnection with Soul/Spirit or
our ‘Diamond’ self (also often referred to as the Christed Self). It is therefore interesting to
note that the women or ‘Medians’ referred to by J.P. do not ‘heal’ as such, but holding and
anchoring the diamond light, are able to initiate another’s healing process and journey with
that light/energy.
The aged and ‘twisted’, gnarled individuals I see as simply being symbolic of those who are
so disconnected from their spiritual selves that they are withering away. Ultimately life itself
can only be nourished and nurtured through the recognition of the Spiritual Self and
reconnect with their inner light. This is the purpose and function of the Diamond Light Grid.
The word Median has a number of definitions that are very appropriate to our personal
Diamond Grid and the alignment/activation process :
1
2

: being in the middle or in an intermediate position : MEDIAL
: lying in the plane dividing a bilateral animal into right and left halves

-

3

: relating to or constituting a statistical median

Our personal diamond grid is effectively aligned vertically and horizontally along the
‘median’ planes of our body & as such perfectly centred along and around the spine with a
central anchor point at the sacrum. From this ‘median’ aspect, all is held in perfect balance
and expressed from the peace within our central core.
Just a few thoughts I felt it pertinent to share with you at this time. I find it constantly
fascinating how the Diamond information has been presented in so many different ways
over the years, all coming back to a core understanding and energetic alignment!
May you experience your own resonance through the visionary message and connect with
your own Truth and diamond light. Our growing community of Diamond Light Grid
Practitioners are all ready to assist you in deepening your own connections and ensuring
your ‘median’ alignment.
Find one in your own area at : http://www.diamondlightworld.net/dlg-practitioners.html

Love and Blessings, Julie
www.diamondlightworld.net

